Master Jury Discussion

Mohammed Arkoun
The Award has now existed for twenty years and has a history. This history is constraining in
the sense that we have already illustrated, through the Award's previous cycles, many aspects
of architecture. We were thinking in the spirit of the contexts prevailing during the 1980s and
1990s. Now we are obliged to think in another 'frame', which is the frame of globalization. In
my view, the principal message that this jury-the last jury of this century-could send is to say
that the Award should move away from the frame of decolonization, of the cold war, of under
development and overdevelopment, etc. Today is a totally different scene. We have to
integrate the forces ofglobalization affecting all societies, whether Western or what we call the
'Third World', to create a frame for the next cycles of thinking. This will be difficult, given the
projects we have, because these projects belong to the past, and I am describing the future.
The principal point is not to give awards to projects that just repeat what has been already
awarded and illustrated in previous Award cycles. This exercise is going to be difficult. We have
to pay attention in order to introduce new aspects through the projects that will be awarded.
This can give us the possibility of common criteria for our evaluation of the projects.

Fredric Jameson
I agree that it is very important for us to see this as a projection of problems rather than as
solutions on which we don't necessarily all agree. In that spirit, I would like to foreground
these problems a little more sharply. Perhaps something like 'urbanism and architectural aes
thetics under globalization' defines the direction that we're trying to grapple with a little more
clearly. Because I think the problem of urbanism must come out. Globalization is becoming a
very frequently used word, but it still very pointedly brings out the dilemmas.

Romi Khosla
I have some difficulties with trying to portray the Award as a pluralistic repetition. To me, the
last six cycles of the Award represent and question the responsibilities of architects as global
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ization increases. The modern architect has probably lost the social content that was the
essence of modern architecture. In the last ten or fifteen years, the social agenda has disap
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peared, big money has moved to modern architecture and the essence of the modern
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message has been lost. To me, the Award is still saying that this is not the way for architecture
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to go. Architecture has a very important role to play in terms of the thinking and the discus
sions about why change occurs in society. A modern architect cannot simply get a major
building financed and with it portray the glory of modern architecture, because the spirit of
modernism is missing, perhaps due to the collapse of social responsibility. I feel that the
Award is still saying that this is the responsibility of architecture, even in conservation pro
jects. The rehabilitation in Hebron, for example, is about community social housing. Ifwe are

looking for a global message to tell to the architectural profession about wider responsibil
ity, this is a great eye-opener to me. You cannot simply confine yourself to building. At the
edge of Europe, huge areas of nations are in the reformulation process, and the role of archi
tecture is very critical precisely because these societies are being reformed. I think we are
talking about architecture that has a different role to play than from what we see in the
media. We are realigning the perceptions of architecture with social responsibility. The pro
jects that we see in the history of the Award are essentially about catching a huge territory
within architecture. Today, for example, conservation has by and large disappeared as an
architectural activity; it is confined to experts who are concerned with the technicalities of
conservation. In the Award, this conservation movement has become part of a community;
it is not just one building restored out of context. When we look at a slum operation, when
we look at a housing project, we ask, what is the role of the community?

Mohammed Arkoun
Are there shared values in the new trends of architecture? In the concept of globalization?
We must use a question mark if we are not bringing values that we know and would want to
promote. There is the Muslim world and the rest of the world, and there is the West and the
rest of the world. We are all bothered by the problem of values and their use. The Muslim
world is still looking to Islam as something that warrants the permanence of values that are
outside of any criticism. We have to pay attention to this. I am not totally opposing global
ization: on the contrary. But we have to think about the Islamic discourse, which is strongly,
even violently, opposed to the forces of globalization as it is imposed by the West. The
Islamic discourse claims that it has values which are almost eternal and are opposed to the
pressures exercised by globalization. Approaching this Muslim claim of eternal values with
the critical values of reflection, we can make a kind of transition, maintaining the criticism of
Islamic discourse not only in architecture, but in all aspects of life.
Shared values means that we are thinking about urbanism and architecture in the
world, not simply for Muslims, and that we are acting within the process and constraints of
globalization. For me, this is extremely important, because it maintains the option for the
Award to have a critical approach to what is going on, not only in the Muslim world but also
in the world that includes the West. We're thinking about architecture and urbanism that
affect the entire world by focusing on a part of the world that has special pressures especially
related to religion. When we say 'religion', we say 'values'; thus the problem for us is to criti
cize these values, not only in the field of architecture but also in other fields. The concern for
urbanism and architecture opens new horizons to enrich our thinking. Our exercise will
make sense for the problems of architecture and will make sense for the future of the Award.
If we don't integrate this, the Award will become totally ritualized, repeating what has

already been done successfully simply because it was a new approach to problems of architec
ture in the Islamic world. If we continue giving almost the same message, the Award will be
totally ritualized and will not be seen as an innovative effort to contribute to architecture and
urbanism and theirchanging problems.

Romi Khosla
I would still like to see a narrower context, one concerned with the responsibilities of architec
ture under globalization. This also emphasizes the changing role of the architect.

Arif Hasan
It is important to reflect on what globalization means to the built environment In the cities I
know, several important things have happened. One is the rise of a powerful corporate sector,
which is still unsure of itself. The second is the marginalization of large sections of the popula
tion that are becoming increasingly poor and, in the process, becoming politicized, a trend
that is likely to increase. This marginalized population is very different from the marginalized
populations of twenty years ago; it is young, urban and no longer a migrant population. In the
next twenty years, the migrant population will be minuscule, for people will have been born in
and grown up in the cities, and will have a claim on the cities. They will not be 'pioneers' who
have come to look for a better livelihood; they will be city people with city values. This is a very
important cultural change that is taking place. In my city, Karachi, that change is already pro
ducing enormous problems, and the structural adjustment, which is an important part of the
globalization process, is increasing the problem further. Another aspect is the weakening of
government agencies, for two reasons: first, the cutback in government funds is being
replaced by privatization, and, second, the role of international contractors and consultants is
increasing in these works, whether in the Far East, South Asia or wherever. In the physical
sense thèse are not new problems, but the social, cultural and stateless aspects of these prob
lems are all new. In the poorer countries, you have the makings of an enormous conflict, not
only a political conflict, but a conflict of values, and how the victims of this change are going to
articulate themselves. This is important. What will their manner of articulation be? The politi
cal, the cultural, the built environment and the delivery of social services have actually become
inseparable things. They are very much of a whole, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to
slice them into pieces. Indonesia tried to slice them - so did Thailand and Korea - and it has
not worked.
The projects we are considering here suggest important changes from similar projects
in the past; they are responding to new realities. Hebron Old Town represents a new reality
that is asserting itself in political terms - the conservation aspects are not all that important.
Similarly, in Indore there is a whole new way of looking at the environment of the city. It is

not an old kampung improvement project or an area-upgrading project; new trends do
emerge. They may not be articulated as such but they are there, and they reflect the realities
that I just mentioned. Another factor due to globalization is the rise of economies in the ser
vices sector, through which the middle class has grown substantially. Contractors are building
a jungle of what I call the 'new vernacular' of apartment blocks to meet middle-class housing
needs. This is a very important aspect of the city today, because it is shaping the visible envi
ronment more than anything else. In most cases, this is not the work of an architect. Architects
sign the plans, but almost everywhere, it is the work of contractors. Take Jakarta, Bangkok,
Bombay, Karachi, Lahore; the shape of the city and its land-use patterns have changed
because of this kind of intervention. This has to do with values, this whole new world, and its
repercussions.

Mohammed Arkoun
Values seen in a secular manner.

Arif Hasan
In a rational, secular manner.

Fredric Jameson
What role or significance would you place on the question of regionalism in your description?
Is there a new regionalism that intervenes in this, either as a problem or as a solution, or do
you think global organization is such that we need not stress that aspect of it?

Arif Hasan
I think regionalism - and I may be wrong - is a dying force. You can express a certain detail of
form and establish some continuity, but if you look at culture today, especially in our context,
there are two major trends. There is an assimilation that is very powerful and very forceful in
music and literature, in all media, and, simultaneously, an emphasis on ethnicity and small
groupings. There is also a very strong emphasis on clan, which had disappeared and now is
reasserting itself in the Far East and Central Asia, especially after so many years of Soviet rule.
But that is not regionalism. I think that is identity not of a nation as such, but a smaller identity
based on a language.

Mohammed Arkoun
The problem of regionalism is very important and is a very good example to illustrate the dif
ferences between what is going on in the rest of the world and what is going on in the
'commanding' world, if I may say. Regionalization in Europe today is taking a very important

course. The political mode in Europe is towards the European Union, which is a larger political
space, one that has reduced and controlled cultural expressions of regionalism to build one
nation with one national culture. Because ofthe pressure on a country like France, which is the
most centralizing nation-state since the French Revolution, we see, for the first time in the
history of France, trends towards a redefinition of regions, les provinces françaises, which had
been totally put down by the nation-state. On the contrary, look at what is happening in the
Muslim world forthis problem. Islam, used as a universalizing ideology, is pushing down any
regional cultural expression. I see it in my own country of Algeria. We have a Berber architec
ture that is totally different from what we call 'Islamic' architecture. This is an example of how
we have to bring elements of comparison to the Award that make people reflect about the
search for an Islamic identity. The Technical Reviewers almost all integrated the idea that the
Award is illustrating an Islamic identity. This means that we have not delivered a very clear
message for almost twenty years. We are not free from this image. Through the problem of
regionalism, we can bring this issue back again.

Dogan Tekeli
There seem to be two main directions in ourthinking. One is urbanism, architecture and glob
alization, which are more universal; the other one is about values - shared values - which has
a more specific meaning. Can we combine the two somehow? Can we find something in
between and emphasize the values? Because values are important; without them, urbanism,
architecture and globalization become sterile.

Mohammed Arkoun
One of the responses of societies to the pressures of globalization is to affirm their own
values. This is seen in the context of pluralism, which is another current word, and there is a
clash of cultures and civilizations. Are there shared values? Because there are conflicting values.
The problem is to investigate, and for the Award to reflect on, the present clash between
values, and the ways to share values. The West is imposing, all over the world, what we call
'globalization', and the very weak societies are trying to defend themselves because they feel
that what they call 'values' are being threatened. But, rather than focus on the clash as vio
lence, we are trying to find peaceful answers through a search of the concrete terrain of
architecture and urbanism. This is the genius ofthe Award: to approach the problems of cul
tures and of societies through architecture and urbanism.

Arif Hasan
In our discussions, the aspect of values is paramount. We should look at these projects
through the aspect of values.

Ifwe give a prize to a work of architecture that is similar to one that was awarded fifteen years
ago, we don't seem to be advancing anything. Is it proper for us to keep giving prizes to very
similar kinds of architecture?

Arata Isozaki
I came here as an architect, so I am looking at all the entries from an architectural point of
view. I didn't find any interesting architectural design. If I follow a so-called modernist or post
modernist view, I have trouble with how to establish my own evaluation at this table. Probably
we won't find modern architecture, or post-modern architecture, or so-called 'outside of the
Islamic world' architecture. We won't find any definite trends because very little Islamic archi
tecture is in the same position as modern or post-modern architecture. If we try to evaluate
projects from every side, from the modern architecture side or the Islamic architecture side,
there are no definite conclusions, no common fields. So, I am trying to find a different point of
view, probably a more geopolitical view of architecture, which probably represents two differ
ent cultures, or two different waves of architecture - for example, modern and Islamic
architecture, or newly developed technology versus historical architecture. We have many pro
jects where two, three or four different forces are coming together, and through this conflict
we have to find architectural solutions; not seek the 'pure' idea of modern architecture or
'pure' Islamic architecture, but something more interesting, perhaps something conflicting. I
would like to find out whether there are some interesting architectural solutions based on this
conflict. For me, that is the most interesting subject. In looking for conflict, the most interest
ing things are not in the centre of the Islamic world, but are more on the fringe, where local
traditions are conflicting with new technology and developing new ideas, new solutions.

Mohammed Arkoun
There is something very important in what Isozaki says. He used the words 'modern' and
'technology', and we are facing an architecture still wanting to retain traditions. He also said
that this traditional architecture could not be an alternative against the power of new tech
nologies and against the references that we make almost mechanically to what we call
'modern'. This is a major point for our process of thinking, because in Muslim societies we
have exactly these three forces operating; in all the projects, we have a reference to something
we call 'modern', but European 'modernity', in its classical expression, has never been assimi
lated in the Islamic world, not in the domain of thinking, in philosophy, in theology, in history
as a discipline, or in the domain of architecture. Since the nineteenth century, there has been
resistance to what Europe calls 'modernity', 'resistance' because of the necessity of liberation
from colonialism, the 'resistance' to imperialism, and now the 'resistance' of the big Islamic

model against Westernization in general. These societies resisted modernity and thus did not
fully integrate the positive aspects of modernity. This resistance continues and is translated
through the need to restore, to conserve, etc. And now come the powerful technologies and
new markets, even stronger than they were in the 1960s, '70s and '80s. Resistance is now
almost impossible because of these powerful markets and technologies. So we have to ask,
'What are we awarding'? Are we awarding projects which illustrate what I would call a 'wrong
resistance'? 'Wrong' because it is based on ideological resistance, not on something that has
been in Islamic thought, starting from theology? There has been no single innovative position
in theology in the Islamic world since the nineteenth century. Regardless of geography, we
have to think of this resistance and the true arguments that legitimize this resistance.

Romi Khosla
How we define architecture, and the whole of architecture itself, are split between the modern
tradition and countries where the modern tradition did not take root. These latter are
metaphors of resistance to modernism, no doubt. Modernism is surely regarded as some
thing more detached and isolated. Industry now enables you to have any form you like, so even
form has become arbitrary. Somewhere along the line, the role and the social context of the
architect were also isolated. In these societies, where there are metaphors of resistance, the
role of the architect is being considered differently. There is value in looking not only at the
form, but at the activity and the relationships between the professionals and communities that
have produced these metaphors of resistance.

Dogan Tekeli
Those are theoretical considerations. Mr Isozaki made a practical proposal to consider the
theoretical basis of what is going on at the periphery of the Islamic world. Professor Arkoun
describes it as a resistance to modernism.

Fredric Jameson
It seems to me that you are calling for new categories. The category 'metaphors of resistance'
would be a very interesting one to retain for future discussions.

Romi Khosla
Arata, I still don't understand what you mean by 'the periphery'.

Arata Isozaki
There are two meanings: first, the topographical fringe, which is like an edge of the Islamic world,
and, second, a social class, a lower-class condition: I have both of these ideas in my thinking.

Hebron is a classic case of the metaphor of resistance.

Zaha Hadid
We haven't had a real consensus since the beginning, and this makes our decisions kind of
fragmented. Some people have an interest in architecture; others are interested in so-called
politically correct projects, some people are anti-form. I think the problem with all of these
projects is that they all look a bit dated. It's easy to like the Lepers Hospital or the renovation
projects because they don't have a date to them. The rest are dated. They lack freshness. I feel
like I've seen these things a hundred times before, since I was a student. I am not saying these
are invalid projects. Personally, I am against restoration because it takes away from invention.
People should have the confidence to build new things with the same strength as has been
done historically. There was an excitement, for example, in the last cycle when Ken Yeang's
tower in Kuala Lumpur was chosen. It had relevance for the rest of the world. People could
relate to it.

Saleh Al-Hathloul
But one can actually use the argument of history, if a history is being lost, to preserve some
thing that represents the past. When something important remains, it deserves to be looked
at or preserved in order for future generations to see what came before.

